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Abstract

1

Traditional compiler techniques developed for sequential
programs do not guarantee the correctness (sequential consistency) of compiler transformations when applied to parallel programs. This is because traditional compilers for
sequential programs do not account for the updates to a
shared variable by different threads. We present a concurrent static single assignment (CSSA) form for parallel
programs containing cobegin/coend and parallel
do constructs and post/wait synchronization primitives. Based
on the CSSA form, we present copy propagation and dead
code elimination techniques. Also, a global value numbering technique that detects equivalent variables in parallel
programs is presented. By using global value numbering
and the CSSA form, we extend classical common subexpression elimination, redundant load/store elimination, and
loop invariant detection to parallel programs without violating sequential consistency. These optimization techniques
are the most commonly used techniques for sequential programs. By extending these techniques to parallel programs,
we can guarantee the correctness of the optimized program

Under the shared memory parallel programming model, all
threads in a job can accessa global address space. Communi-

and maintain single processor performance
sor environment.

in a multiproces-
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Introduction

cation between threads is via reads and writes of shared variables rather than explicit communication operations. Pro-

cessors may access a shared variable concurrently without
any fixed ordering of accesses,which leads to data races [5,9]
and non-deterministic behavior.
Data races and synchronization make it impossible to apply
classical compiler optimization and analysis techniques directly to parallel programs because the classical methods do

not account.for updates to shared variables in threads other
than the one being analyzed. Classical optimizations may
change the meaning of programs when they are applied to
shared memory parallel programs [23].
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Figure
1. (A) A sample code. (B) An assembly code segment
generated by the compiler for the boxed statements in (A) without
any optimization switch on. (C) An intermediate code segment
before register allocation that corresponds to the code in (B).

Consider the program in Figure l(A) for an example of
incorrectly

applied

classical optimization

techniques.

The

MIPSpro Fortran 77 Compiler was used for compilation on
an SGI challenge machine with 4 R4400 processors. During compilation, no optimization was enabled. The output
‘a,b,c,d,a = 1 1 0 0 O’of the program on 2 processors in
Figure l(A) is not what the programmer would expect, from
an intuitive interpretation of the original program. By “the
output the programmer expects,” we mean the output attained by an execution that follows sequential consistency,
which is the most, intuitive and natural memory consistency
model for programmers. The intuitive interpretation would
lead us to assume that if e is equal to 0, then c should be
1. The reason for this assumption is that if e is equal to
0, then e=a should have executed before a-l, which means
b=l should have executed before c-b. We define sequential
consistency [18] as follows.
Definition
1.1 (Sequential
Consistency)
A result of an execution of a parallel program P is sequentially consistent if it is the same as the result of an execution
where all operations were executed in some sequential order,
and the operations of each individual thread occur in this
sequence in the order specified by P.

Sequential consistency is what most, programmers assume
when they program shared memory multiprocessors, even if
they do not know exactly what it is. An article supporting
this argument at, the hardware level is found in [12], where it
is argued that future systems ought to implement, sequential
consistency ss their hardware memory consistency model because the performance boost of relaxed memory consistency
models does not compensate for the burden it places on system software programmers. We use sequential consistency as
the correctness criterion for the execution of parallel shared
memory programs.
In this paper, we present
analysis and optimization
techniques which guarantee
sequential consistency. We
assume either that sequential
consistency is enforced by
the target machine or, if the
target machine has a relaxed
memory consistency model,
that the back-end compiler
Figure 2. The compiler
inserts fences to enforce seoptimizations discussed in
quential consistency. One
this paper together with
fencegeneration algorithms
possible approach to enforce
present a sequentially consequential
consistency is to
sistent view to the proinsert a fence instruction for
grammer.
each delay edge found by
Shasha and Snir’s delay set, analysis [28]. A better method
is discussed in [19] and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Our techniques make it possible to correctly handle the situations like the one in the example of Figure 1. Note that
the problem arises from redundant load elimination (i.e., the

reuse of symbolic register R13 in the intermediate code in
Figure l(C) violates sequential consistency). The origin of
the problem is that current, commercial compilers were not,
implemented with sequential consistency or optimizations on
shared variables in mind.
Under the assumption of sequentially consistent execution of
the original program, the defining characteristic of a correct
compiler transformation in this paper is subset correctness.
Definition
1.2 (Subset Correctness)
A transformation
is correct if the set of possible observable
behaviors of a transformed program is a subset of possible
observable behaviors of the original program.

An observable behavior of a program is a functional behavior
of the program (i.e., the program is treated as a black box
and the programmer is interested in only its input and output). If a transformed program is sequentially consistent to
the original program, it preserves subset correctness. But,
not vice versa.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we describe Shasha and Snir’s delay set analysis. In Section 3, we present an extension of the static
single assignment (SSA) form that makes it possible to handle nested parallel
do and cobegin/coend constructs and
the post/wait synchronization. We describe algorithms for
copy propagation and dead code elimination in Section 4 and
global value numbering in Section 5. We present applications of the global value numbering technique, such as common subexpression elimination, redundant, load/store eliminatidn, and hoi&able access detection (loop invariant detection) in Section 6. Section 7 presents related work, and
Section 8 concludes our discussion.

2

Delay

Set Analysis

Delays are the minimal ordering between shared variable
accessesneeded to guarantee sequential consistency. This
minimal ordering is a subset of the ordering specified by the
source program. It was shown by Shssha and Snir [28] that
enforcing delays is sufficient, to guarantee sequential consistency. Thus, instructions not related by the minimal ordering can be exchanged without affecting sequential consistency.

Consider a program control flow graph (CFG). Let P be
the ordering specified by the source program on the set, of
variable accesses.P is the transitive closure of the ordering
represented by the control flow edges in the CFG. Let, C be
a conflict relation on the variable accesses. Two memory
accessesconflict if they are in different threads that, could
execute concurrently, reference the same memory location,
and at least one is a write. Each element of C is represented
as a bidirectional edge in the CFG. A critical cycle is a cycle
of P U C that has no chords in P’. An edge (u,v) E P is
‘For two nonadjacent nodes u and v in the cycle, a chord is a

cobegin
do i-1,2
a1:x-x

cobegin
al :x-l
II

accesses conflict. Conflict edges join conflicting basic blocks
and are bidirectional.
Each direction of a conflict edge has
a label. The label is fit if it is from a definition to a use,
6” if it is from a use to a definition, and S” if it is from a
definition to a definition. The labels appear at the head of
conflict edges. A synchronization
edge labeled c goes from
post(S) to a wait(S) on the event variable S.

;:g
x-o
y-0

x-o
Y-O
x-0
y-0

bl:Y-y

bl:y-1

-

a2 :Y-y
bZ:X-x
coend
69

Programordering

--- Conflictrelation
- Delay

end do
&2:x-1
b2:y-1
coend
II

(4
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3. (A) A sample code.
(B) The Program edges (ai, bi)
and (a2, b2) should be enforced
to ensure sequentially consistent execution.
Figure

(B)

We have extended our early CCFG [20, 21, 221 to handle
parallel
do constructs. The definition of CCFG is in Appendix A [20, 21, 221. Figure 6 shows the CCFG of the code
in Figure 5. The region labeled P represents a parallel
do
construct which is represented by a pdo node, followed by the
representation of the loop body, followed by an endpdo node.
Each parallel
do construct is
represented using two copies of the
s-0
loop body.
The two copies are
b-0
f-0
treated as two different threads
h-0
and summarize conflict and syni-0
chronization information between
do while (8 < 100)
if (6 > 70) then
all the real threads created by
cobegin
the parallel
do construct so that
b-3
f-l
it is treated as a cobegin/coend
wait(g)
construct. Loop private variables
t1 = s
tZ = b
t3 in the origiare
renamed.
8 = ti + t2
nal loop body [Figure 6) is reII
do while (f--O)
named to t3’ in the copy of the
end do
loop body.
The two ThreadEnb-4
post(g)
try
nodes
in
the
parallel
do conh-s
mend
struct contain assignments of two
else
different constants, -cl and -c2, to
parallel
do i-l,4
the loop index variable i to inif (i--l)
then
wait (!a)
dicate they are different threads.
t3 = b
Also, the endpdo node contains an
8 = t3 + 10
else
assignment for the final value of
b-i
the loop index variable after expost(m)
end if
ecution of the parallel
do conend parallel
do
struct . For the purposes of deh-s
end if
lay set analysis, we treat parallel
print h
loops as SPMD sections, and use
end do
the techniques3 of Krishnamurthy
Figure
5. A sample
and Yellick [15, 16, 171. Therefore,
code.
one copy of the loop body contains
conflict edges to itself for each loop carried dependence.
Each statement in a copy of the loop body corresponds to a
dual statement in the other copy. When we apply a compiler
optimization to a parallel
do construct, it must be applied
to both dual statements symmetrically.
If this is impossible,
we do not apply the optimization.

Figure
4. (A) A sample code
with a loop.
(B) The program edges (t,l, al) and (a,
b2) should be enforced to ensure sequentially consistent execution.

a critical pair if it occurs in a critical cycle. The critical
pair relation is a minimal ordering relation that enforces
sequential consistency in any execution of the program.
For example, the code shown in Figure 3(A)a gives a result
x=1, y=l, X=0, and Y=l, which is not sequentially consistent, for the interleaving bl a2 b2 al. There is a critical cycle (bl , a2, b2, al, bl) in this program and the P edges
in the cycle are (al, bl) and (a2, b2). Thus, the minimal ordering D = {(al, bl), (a2, b2))) must be enforced as delays
to guarantee sequential consistency.
One outcome of the code shown in Figure 4(A) is x=1, y=l,
X=0, and Y=l. This is not sequentially consistent and is
produced by the interleaving al al a2 b2 bl bl. There is
a critical cycle (al, a2, b2, bl, al) in this program and
the P edges in the cycle are (bl, al) and (a2, b2). Thus, the
minimal ordering D = {(bl, al), (a2, b2))) must be enforced
as delays. In other words, bl in iteration i must precede al
in iteration i + 1, and a2 and b2 cannot be reordered.

3

Intermediate

Representations

We briefly discuss the concurrent control flow graph (CCFG)
and the concurrent static single assignment (CSSA) form in
this section. We also discuss how an early form of these
representations [20, 21, 221 has been extended to include
both nested cobegin/coend
and parallel
do constructs
with post/wait
synchronization.

3.1

Concurrent

Control

Flow

Graph

A basic block in a CCFG is a sequence of instructions where
any branch is at the end and there is at most one shared
variable access. If there is more than one shared variable
access in an assignment, we decompose the assignment into
several assignments so that each contains at most one shared
variable access. The shared variable accew is located at the
beginning of a basic block for a read access and at the end
for a write access. Two basic blocks conflict if their variable
P edge (u,v).
2This example is taken from [28].

3They used two copies of a control flow graph of an SPMD
program to perform delay set analysis.

3

et al. [31, 321, are placed at these new confluence points
and summarize the interleaving of defining assignments of
shared variables in cobegin/coend and parallel
do constructs. However, +-assignments and +-assignments are insufficient to represent confluence of values because a definition of a shared variable may reach a use in a different
thread. We place a n-function of a shared variable at the
point where there is a use of the variable to summarize the
confluence of values from different threads.

Figure

6.

Like the SSA form for sequential programs, the CSSA form
has the following properties:
l
all uses of a variable are reached by exactly one (static)
assignment to the variable
l
for a variable, the definition dominates the uses if they
are not arguments of I$--,*-, or n-functions

The concurrent control flow graph of the code in

Figure 5.

3.2

Concurrent
ment Form

Static

Single

Translating a CCFG of a parallel program into its CSSA
form is a four-step process:
1. compute the execution ordering of basic blocks guaranteed by explicit synchronization
2. place &assignments and q-assignments
3. rename variables
4. place n-assignments

Assign-

The concurrent static single assignment (CSSA) form has
these three confluence functions: 4 (which is the same as
the SSA $-function [7]) and two new functions: A and $J.
These are defined as follows.

To compute execution ordering, we start with a CCFG
G = (N, E,Ntype,Etype).
We compute a set Prec[n] of
nodes m E N, which is guaranteed to precede n E N during execution. An iterative algorithm can be used to compute guaranteed execution ordering. The algorithm computes control and synchronization common ancestors of two
nodes [8, 221. If there is a synchronization that depends
on the loop index of a parallel
do construct (e.g., synchronization using arrays) or that is control dependent on
a node that uses the loop index of a parallel
do, it is impossible to find statically the exact execution ordering with
two copies of the loop body in the CCFG because we do not
know which post will trigger which wait. We conservatively
assume that there is no synchronization between two nodes
that have such synchronization. However, there is the synchronization analysis technique developed by Callahan et al.
[4] that can be applied to parallel
do loops. It considers all
the instances of statements in the iteration space and gives
the ordering between them.

Definition
3.1 (h-function)
A +fanction of the form ~(vI, ‘~2,. . . , v,,) is placed at a node
(except for a coend node or an endpdo node) where control
flow edges join. n is the number of incoming control flow
edges at the node. The valne of ~(vI, ~2,. . . , v,) is one of
the v:s and the selection depends on the control flow path
followed by the program.
Definition
3.2 ($-function)
A +-function for a shared variable v has the fom
v,,), where n is the number of threads merging
$(VlrVZ,...,
at a coend node or an endpdo node where the i&function is
placed. The value of $J(VI, ~2,. . . , v,,) is one of the v:s and
the selection depends on the interleaving of statements in the
threads merging at the node.
Definition
3.3 (n-function)
A ?r-function of the form R(v~, ~2,. . . , v,) for a shared variable v is placed where there is a use of the shared variable
with St conflict edges. n is the number of reaching definitions
to the use of v through the incoming control J’?OW
edgesand
incoming conflict St edges. The value of A(Z 212,.. . , v,) is
one of the IJ~S. The selection depends on the interleaving of
statements in the threads computing v; ‘s.

To insert (6- and +sssignments and rename variables, we
can use the algorithm described by Cytron et al. [7]. At a
coend and an endpdo nodes, $-assignments will be inserted
instead of $-assignments.
The $-function can be removed (before renaming) if the arguments are ordered. The argument with the lowest precedence kills the definitions of all other arguments and can be
used instead of the $-function. A similar optimization is
used in [31].

The definition of &function in a CSSA form is the same
as in the conventional SSA form. Cobegin/coend and
parallel do constructs introduce new confluence points,
e.g., coend and endpdo nodes. Instead of &functions, $functions, which are similar to those defined by Srinivasan
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Initially
a-O.t-O.k.0

Initially
a-O,t=O,k-0

t-a

t-?.

:
.

to-lr(ao.al)

:

d-to

:

:

a-1

.

a-1

:

k-a,

:

iii-1
k-t

.
..

...

Poasibla
output
<t-o, k=O)
(t-l. k-1)

(A)
7. The CSSA form of the CCFG in Figure 6. For simplicity, conflict edges are omitted.

Figure

8. (A) A CSSA form.
executable intermediate form.

output
(t-0. k-0)
(t-1; k-1)
(t-0, k-l)

@I

:

Possible

output

(U-0,
(ti-1,

kl=O)
kl-1)

kl-t0

:

Possible
Output
(tl-0, kl-0)
(tl-1, kl-1)

(C)

CD)

Figure 9. (A) A sample code before copy propagation. (B) The
code in (A) after copy propagation. The result t=O, k=l is not
sequentially consistent. (C) The CSSA form of the code in (A).
(D) The CSSA form in (C) after copy propagation. The result is
sequentially consistent and does not violate subset correctness.

functions. An example is presented in Figure 8. Removing
#-assignments for a local variable is the same as in the sequential SSA form. Because the $-assignment b2=$(bl, b4)
is in the exit node of an outermost parallel construct, we
replace the $-function with the original shared variable b
and replace the definitions of its arguments bl and b4 with
b. The r-function in t0 = r(aO,al,a3)
is replaced with a,
and then all definitions of its arguments al and a3 are replaced with an assignment to a. Because the $-assignment
an=+ (al, a3) is not in the exit node of the outermost parallel construct and the definitions of its arguments are already
replaced by a, it is just removed. Also, the use a2 that is
not an argument of a $J-, 6 or r-function is replaced by
a. Since the definition a2 by $-assignment a2=$(al,a3)
reaches a4=#(a2,aO), a4+a2,aO)
is removed, and the use
of a4 is replaced by a. We insert an assignment a-a0 at the
beginning of the outermost parallel construct because the
definition of argument a0 comes from outside the outermost
parallel construct. The untouched variables a0, a5, and b2
are treated as different variables from a.

(A)
Figure

kl=tl

ai-1

(B) After converting it to an

A reaching definition of a shared variable to its use may not
be one of the arguments of the r-function for the use if it is
killed by another reaching definition, or if its defining assignment executes after the use. We assign the n-function to a
new temporary variable and insert this assignment immediately before the use. The use is replaced by this temporary
variable. The algorithm for placing n-assignments is presented in Appendix B.

4

The CSSA form of the CCFG in Figure 6 is shown in Figure 7. For simplicity, conflict edges are omitted.
The $assignments in the lower left corner (in box R) were removed
because they are redundant.
Note that we do not place a
$-assignment of the parallel
do loop index i in the endpdo
node because it is killed by the assignment to i in the endpdo
node.

Copy Propagation
Elimination

and

Dead

Code

For a copy assignment t-a, we can substitute a for t at every
useutoftif[1,3]:
1. the assignment t=a is the only definition of t reaching

ut
2. there are no assignments
any program execution

After optimizations and transformations on a CSSA form, we
convert it into some executable form. Basically, we restore
the original shared variable name and remove r-, $-, and #-

to a between t=a and ut in

Classical copy propagation may violate sequential consisConsider the two threads in
tency in parallel programs.

5

Figure 9(A). After replacing t with a in k=t, we have the
code in Figure 9(B) which can produce an incorrect result
t=O ,k=l. This copy propagation violates sequential consistency. The other thread modifies the variable a between t=a
and k=t.
In the CSSA form [Figure 9(C)], if the propagated variable
is shared, a local copy is always used for copy propagation
because of r-assignments. Thus, the case in Figure 9(B)
never occurs [Figure 9(D)]. Also, the case where the substituted variable is shared never occurs if we do not allow
copy propagation when the substituted variable is in a $-,
$-, or r-function. Thus, the conventional copy propagation
can be directly used if we do not propagate to a +-, $J-, or
r-functions and the parallel program is in CSSA form [Figure 9(C) and (D)].
An instruction I is deadif the values it computes are not used
in any executable path starting at 1 [25]. Some optimizations, such as copy propagation, produce dead instructions.
In the sequential case, we mark essentialinstructions and follow use-def chains for the variables used in the instructions.
If an instruction is in the chain, it cannot be dead coded. The
essential instructions are those that might affect observable
behaviors of the program, such as input/output, function
call, and control flow instructions4 [3, 251. Dead code elimination for parallel programs is essentially the same as the
sequential case but we must consider interactions between
threads through shared variables. The CSSA form is useful for dead code elimination in parallel programs because it
contains inter-thread use-def chains. The dead code elimination algorithm for parallel programs in CSSA form is the
same as the sequential one except definitions from another
thread are considered.

5

Global

Value Numbering

The equivalence of variables in sequential programs is defined by Alpern et al. in [2]. This definition is used as a
basis for their SSA based value partitioning algorithm. We
use the same definition for equivalence of variables in parallel
programs.
Definition
5.1 (Equivalence
of Variables)
Two variables are said to be equivalent at a point p if they
contain the same values whenever control reaches p during
any possible execution of the program.

Because the notion of equivalence contains dynamic instances of variables, Alpern et al. defined a congruence relation of nodes in a value graph to detect equivalence statically
[2]. There is a node in the value graph for each binary operation in the program.

When the result of the operation

is assigned to a variable, the variable name is used to label the node. Each edge is labeled by the position of the
*We cannot dead code infinite loop because it affects observable behavior of the program.

d’
(B)

(al,bl,tl,t2,a2,b2)

1
(C)
Figure 10. (A) A CSSA form. (B) The value graph. (C) After
partitioning. The variables that have the same value numbers are
in the same partition. ttl is a value number for the expression
to==0 that does not define any variable.

corresponding operand with respect to the operation. The
operation label 4 of a node that corresponds to a #-function
is subscripted by the CCFG node where the &function is
placed. An example of the value graph of a CSSA form is in
Figure 10.
Following Alpern et al., we define congruence on the value
graph of a parallel program as follows:
Definition
5.2 (Congruence)
l
two nodes are congruent if their operation labels are
the same and are not r or $, and their departing edges
with the same labels lead to congruent nodes.
l
a node with the operation label ?r or 11, is congruent
to its arguments if all arguments are congruent to each
other.

The first condition is the same as that of
the sequential case. To explain the reason
behind the second condition, consider Figto-?r(aO,al)
ure 11. Assume congruence between a0 and
b0 and between al and bl. Also, aSsume
ti-?r(bO,bl)
the value of t0 is al in execution. Because
the value of a n-function can be any of of its
arguments, the value of tl will not necesFigure 11.
sarily be that of bl in the execution. Thus,
the first condition cannot be the condition
that entails congruence between t0 and tl. We assume a n-

function or a $-function is congruent to its arguments when
all the arguments are congruent. Intuitively, a w-function
has the same value as its arguments if all the arguments
have the same value.

A CSSA form G = (N, E, Ntype, Etype) is given.
Initialize
a global hash table.
for all variable names v
ValNum[x]
t T
end for
repeat
Changed
t false
for each node m E N in reverse post order
for each statement
S : v = exp in m in sequential
Idt c IdxFormation(exp,
S, m)
Temp t LookUp(Idr,
v)
if Ternp # VolNum(v]
then
VaZNum[v]
t Temp
Changed
+ true
end for
end for
until Changed = false

Because of the subscripts, two #-functions in different CCFG
nodes are never considered congruent. If the corresponding
condition expression for a @function is known, the condition
can be incorporated to determine congruence of #-functions
in different CCFG nodes [2].
The concurrent global value numbering (CGVN) algorithm
is an optimistic partitioning algorithm to find congruent
variables. The algorithm is an extension of a global value
numbering algorithm for sequential programs that was developed by Cooper and Simpson [6, 291. The global value
numbering is essentially the same as Alpern et al.% value
graph partitioning [2].

order

Procedure
IdxFormation(Exp,StmtID,Node)
case Exp of
x : Idx t “Va~Num[x]”
z&o: a, : Id,” ,t
VaZNum[x]
op ValNum(y]”
,...,
p :
Idx t
“Node : @‘aZNum[vl],
. . . , ValNum[u,])”

?F(v1,...,v,):
ValNumSet
t 0
for each vi E {VI, . . , vp}
ValNumSet
t ValNumSet
U {ValNum[vi]}
end for
if 1 ValNumSet
)= 1 then Idx t “VaINum[vl]”
: n(ValNum[vl],
. . , ValNum[v,])”
else Idx t “StmtID
1/)(w,...,Ztp)
:
ValNumSet
t 0
for each vi E {VI, . , . , vp}
ValNumSet
t VaZNumSet
u {ValNum[v~]}
end for
if 1 ValNumSet
I= 1 then Idx t “Node : ValNun[vl]”
else Idx t “StmtID
: $(ValNum[vl],
. . . , ValNum(v,])”
end case
return
Idx
end procedure

The concurrent global value numbering algorithm is shown
in Figure 12. In concurrent global value numbering, all variables (nodes in the value graph) are initially placed in the
same partition and therefore assumed to be congruent. This
assumption is refined until a fixed point is reached. The algorithm proceeds in a sequence of steps. In each step, all
the nodes in the CCFG are traversed in reverse post order
of a spanning tree. The process continues until a fixed point
is reached. In step i, (i) a variable (node), whose operation
label is not A or $, is in the same partition as another node
if they were in the same partition in step i-l, and the corresponding destination of the edges leaving the nodes were
pairwise in the same partition in step i-l, or (ii) if the operation label is rr or $J,and its arguments were all in the same
partition in step i-l, the node is still in the same partition
as its arguments.

Figure
12. Concurrent Global Value Numbering
Algorithm.
A
variable in between a pair of double quotes stands for the corresponding string converted from the value of the variable.

only if it satisjies one of the following two conditions:
l
the defining assignment of the variable is not contained
in an innermost loop that is currently executing, and
has already been executed.
9 the innermost loop containing the defining assignment
of the variable is currently executing and the assignment
has already been executed during the current iteration.

Without loss of generality, we assume that all definitions in a CSSA form are in one of the following
forms: x=y, x=y op 2, x=+(vi,. . . ,Vm), x=$(211,. . . ,v,),
and x=r(vi, . . . , urn), where x is a variable and y and z are
either constants or variables. In this algorithm, a value number is a variable name. The function LookUp(index,,
v)
searches a hash table with a variable v and the hash index index, of its defining expression e. If the value number
of the hash index is not defined (i.e., T), it assigns the value
number v to i&exe and returns v. Otherwise, it returns the
value number of index6. The array ValNum maps a variable
or a constant to its value number. In the first for loop, the
algorithm gives the same value number to all the nodes of
the value graph. The partitions of variables in Figure 10(B)
after the global value numbering is in Figure 10(C).

Theorem
5.4 (Equivalence)
Two active and congruent variables have the same value in
any possible execution of a program in CSSA form.

Proof: See Appendix C.

Cl

Corollary
5.5
Two congruent variables are equivalent at a point p if their

defining assignments dominate p.

Similar to the sequential case [2], we can show that the following theorem and corollary hold for the CSSA form by
using the notion of active variables.

Proof : If the assignment to a variable dominates a point,
then the variable must be active at the point. By Theo0
rem 5.4, they are equivalent.

Definition
5.3 (Active
variable)
A variable is active at a moment during execution

We will use the result of Corollary 5.5 for our extension
of common subexpression elimination in the next section.

if

and

7

CGVN treats x-functions

and $-functions

conservatively

in

the presence of imprecisely introduced arguments due to imprecise synchronization analysis. Because two ?r-functions
($-functions) are congruent if and only if all their arguments are congruent and because the value of a n-function
($-function) will be the value of one of its arguments, an
imprecise argument cannot affect the value of those two Afunctions ($-functions).

6

of
Numbering

ADDkatiOnS

V&ke

Concurrent

In this section, we discuss some applications
rent global value numbering.

6.1

Common
tion

Subexpression

Global
of the concur-

Elimina-

t0 are congruent. Because x1=3 dominates tO=r(aO, al), XI
and t0 have the same value at the point immediately after
tO=n(aO,al). Thus, if we apply classical CSE to XI and to,
we obtain the program in Figure 13(C). Doing CSE in this
case is equivalent to moving the statement tO=7r(al,a2) to
the point immediately after x1=3 and executing it together
with x1=3. This makes the result of the program the same
as if the order of execution were tO=r(aO,al), yl=tO, al=3,
tl=n(bO,bl),

zl=tl,

bl=5.

The result from this execution

does not correspond to any result from the original program,
and therefore applying classical CSE leads to incorrect results. The problem can be identified by applying delay set
analysis, which would show that t0=7r(aO ,al> must execute after b1=5, and al=3 must execute before tl=n(bO,bl).
That is, the delay edges in Figure 13(B) must be enforced.
This order is violated by the execution sequence associated
with the CSE translation.
As seen in Figure 14, applying CSE may introduce a shared
variable access (t in Figure 14). This could be unprofitable
depending on the size of the common subexpression, because
shared variable accessestake more time than local variable
accesses.

a=3
b-0
X.0
y-0
z-0
cobegin
x-3
b-6

(4

W

(C)

Figure 13. Since there exists a critical cycle ((1),(2),(3),(4),(l))
(i.e., the &like shape in (B)), we have to enforce delays on program edges ((l),(2)) and ((3),(4)) to get sequentially consistent
execution. After CSE is done in (C), the CSE violates sequential
consistency. The result yl=3, bl=S, al=3, and zl=O of the code in
(C) is not possible from the code in (B).

t-a2+1
x1,-t

Thus, in order to do CSE in parallel programs, we must make
use of delay set analysis and we must consider profitability.
For two congruent variables v and 20, we apply CSE when
the following conditions hold (S,, and S,,, denote the defining
assignments of v and w in the CSSA form):
l
(equivalence condition) S, dominates SW
l
(sequential consistency condition) there does not exist
a statement

X # S, such that there is a delay edge

(SW, X) or (X, SW>
l

(profitability condition) application of CSE is profitable

..............
............
I.................
I...............
...............

Tbreadl Thread2 Time

In some cases, doing CSE does not reduce or increase the
execution time of a program. As seen in Figure 15, doing
CSE in Thread 1 will not reduce or increase the execution
time of the program.

y&T
-1
Before

CSE

yi-t

,

However,

doing CSE in the critical

thread Thread 2 will be beneficial.

xi-t
I
After CSE

Figure 14. Because xi=a2+1 dominates yl=a2+1 and xl-a2+1, we can
substitute a2+1 with t in xl=al+l,
yl=a2+1
and zl=a2+1
after inserting
an assignment t=a2+1 immediately before xl-a2+1. CSE introduced two new
shared variable accesses (i.e., t).

t

Figure 16. The
execution time of
a program depends
on that of the critical thread Thread2.

Common subexpression elimination (CSE) is one of the most
common optimization
techniques for sequential programs

[25]. However, it cannot be applied directly to parallel programs. Consider the code in Figure 13(A) and its CSSA form
in (B). Because a0 and al are congruent, t0 is congruent to
a0 and al. Also, xl is congruent to a0 and al. Thus, xl and

After CGVN is done on the CSSA form, CSE is applied to
the CSSA form. The CSE algorithm is called concurrent
common subexpression elimination (CCSE) [Figure 161.

6.2

Redundant

Load/Store

Elimination

Register allocation is an important optimization for sequential programs because the number of machine registers are
limited and because register operations are much faster than
memory operations. The conventional register allocation algorithm would work well on parallel programs were it not
for optimizations,
such as loop invariant code motion and

redundant load elimination (RLE) applied in the middle of
or before the register allocation phase; The sequential consistency violation example in Figure 1 comes from RLE. The
redundant store elimination (RSE) removes store operations

Let G = (IV, E, Ntype, Etype)
be the given CCFG in CSSA form.
Done is an array that indicates if a variable is already processed or
not. Temp is an array that contains a temporary variable used in
CSE for each variable if there is one for the variable. InnermostPC
is an array that contains the innermost parallel construct for each
returns the first element in the
node in the CSSA form. First(W)
list W and remove
it from W. Children[n]
is the set of children of
n in the dominator tree. The algorithm traverses the dominator tree
in breadth first manner.
Do the delay set analysis on the CSSA form.
Do the concurrent global value numbering on the CSSA form.
Construct the dominator tree of the CSSA form.
let P be the root of the dominator tree.
Wt?-

for each node n E N in the CSSA form
let h be the innermost parallel construct that contains n
InnermostPC[n]
end for

t

h

Figure

17. The CSSA form of the example in Figure 1. If we
apply concurrent global value numbering in this form, tl and t2
are not congruent and nor are t4 and t5. Thus, we cannot apply
redundant load application
in this case. For simplicity, conflict
edges are omitted.

for each variable v in the CSSA form
Done v t false
Tempv PI tT
end for
while W # 0
n + First(W)

w t w u yddren[nj
for each varrable u de ned m n in sequential order
if Done v = false then
Done Hv t true
let P, be the partition where 2) belong
for each r E P, A Done[r] = false
let S, be the defining statement v = e of 2)

a-0
X.0
y-0

let S, be the defining statement P = e, of r
if e, is a & or $-function then

Donefrl
+ true
else
- .
if InnermostPC[n
= InnermostPC[n,]
let n, be the deikinrr node of r

cobegin
y-a*1
do while (x -- 2)
x-a+1
end do
II
a-1

then

if n dominates n, thk
if there does not exist a statement X such that
there is a delay (S,, X) or (X, S,) then
if Temp[v] = T then
Generate a new local temporary variable t and
place an assignment t = e
immediately before S,. Substitute t for e in S,

t tTemp[v]

Temp[v]

Substitute
Done[r]

t

true

CO0nd

(A)

Common

(B)

Subexpression

Elimination

might make the loop infinite. This does not happen in the
original program (i.e., the loop invariant code motion violates subset correctness). For conventional compilers doing
single threaded analysis, it is common to move a load instruction of a variable in a loop outside the loop if the load
instruction is loop invariant. However, if we do not consider
modification of the variable by another thread, moving load
instructions is another source of sequential consistency violations. We define a hoistable access for parallel programs that
is a counterpart to a loop invariant in sequential programs.

Al-

that write the same value that was previously written to the
same memory location, such that memory traffic is reduced.
If we treat the variable in the load or store instruction as an
expression, the CCSE can be used for both RLE and RSE of
parallel programs without violating any correctness criteria.
The CSSA form of the example in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 17. If we apply CGVN in this form, tl and t2 are not
congruent, nor are t4 and t5. The reason is that a0 and a3
are not congruent, nor are a0 and al. Thus, the application
of RLE does not change the program.

Hoistable

a-1
coend

for e, in S,

gorithm.

6.3

do while (x -- 2)
end do
II

Figure 18. (A) Before loop invariant code motion. (B) After
loop invariant code motion. The while loop was made infinite.

end for
end for
end while

Figure 16. Concurrent

a=0
X.0
y-0
cobegin
y=a+1
.X-a+1

Definition
6.1 (Hoistable
access)
We call any computation in a loop that can be moved outside
the loop without affecting the meaning of the given program
a hoistable access.
Similar to CSE, the notion of hoistable accesses also involves
code motion. Thus, we must guard against sequential consistency violations. We mark a n-assignment in a loop hoistable
if moving it outside the loop does not violate ordering enforced by delays and if all its arguments are congruent. If all
the variable accesses in an instruction in a loop are hoistable,
then the instruction can be moved outside the loop. The

Access Detection

Loop invariant code motion is another common
tion technique for sequential programs. Consider
in Figure 18. The statement x=a+l in the while
loop invariant in the classical sense [Figure 18(A)].
if we move the statement outside the loop [Figure

optimizathe code
loop is a
However,
18(B)], it

9

delay set analysis [28] to subscripted variables (i.e., arrays)
by using a statement instance level flow graph.

Do
Do
for
if

delay set analysis on the CSSA form
concurrent
global value numbering
on the CSSA form
each statement
8 in the loop
s is a vr- or $-assignment
and no delay edges have it
as an endpoint
and all its arguments
are congruent
then
Mark s hoistable
else if all uses of variables in s are all either constant or
have all their reaching definitions
outside the loop then
Mark s hoistable
end for
repeat
Changed
e false
for each statement
s in the loop that was not marked hoistable
ifs is a r- or q-assignment
and no delay edges
have it as an endpoint
and the reaching
definitions
of all the arguments
are those
statements
in the loop marked hoistable
then
Mark s hoistable
Changed
+ true
else if all uses of variables in s are all either
constant or have all their reaching definitions
outside
the loop or all their reaching definitions
are those
statements
in the loop marked hoistable
then
Mark 8 hoistable
Changed
+ true

end for
until

Changed

Figure

19.

Related

Lee, Midkiff, and Padua proposed the CSSA form based
on CCFGs for parallel programs with cobegin/coend
construct and the post/wait
synchronization mechanism. They
have extended Wegman and Zadeck’s [33] sparse conditional constant propagation algorithm for parallel programs
[20, 21, 221. The CCFG and CSSA form has been extended
to handle the parallel
do construct in this paper.
Previous work in this field has concentrated mostly on techniques for analyzing parallel programs. There is little work
on optimization techniques. We have presented several optimization techniques for parallel programs that extend common optimization techniques for sequential programs such as
common subexpression elimination, copy propagation, dead
code elimination,
loop invariant code motion, and redundant load/store elimination.
Most of the previous work
either ignores or avoids using sequential consistency as a
correctness criterion.
Our analysis and optimization
techniques guarantee sequential consistency. In addition, our
work is more general than previous work in representing parallel constructs such as cobegin/coend,
parallel
do, and
post/wait
synchronization
constructs and in dealing with
non-deterministic
parallel programs. The CSSA form handles parallel programs with truly shared memory semantics
that cannot be handled with copy-in/copy-out
semantics.

= false

Hoistable Access Detection Algorithm.

hoistable access detection algorithm
in Figure 19.

7

Knoop, Steffen, and Vollmer [14, 13) presented a unidirectional bit vector data flow analysis frame work based on abstract interpretation
and showed that it can be used for code
motion and partial dead code elimination. Their framework
handles the cobegin/coend
construct but not synchronization mechanisms.

based on CSSA form is

Work

Despite the increasing importance of compiling parallel programs, there has been little work in the field. A static single
assignment (SSA) form called parallel
static
single
assignment form (PSSA), for parallel programs was proposed by
Srinivasan et al. [30, 34, 31, 321. PSSA was developed for
the PCF Parallel Fortran [ll] parallel
sections construct
with copy-in/copy-out
semantics. With copy-in/copy-out
semantics, each thread receives its own copy of the shared variables at a for% point and can modify only its own local copy.
Thus, the result of a parallel execution does not depend on a
particular interleaving of statements in the parallel program
and the PSSA form cannot handle parallel programs with
truly shared memory semantics.

8

We proposed two intermediate
representations,
the concurrent control flow graph and the concurrent static single assignment form, for shared memory parallel programs
with nested cobegin/coend
and parallel
do constructs and
post/wait
synchronization
mechanisms. Like the conventional SSA form, the CSSA form has the following properties:
l
all uses of a variable are reached by exactly one (static)
assignment to the variable.
l
for a variable, the definition dominates the uses if they
are not arguments of 6, ?I-, or 7r-functions

Sarkar and Simons proposed a parallel program graph
(PPG) [27] that subsumes program dependence graphs
(PDGs) [lo] and conventional control flow graphs (CFGS)
[l]. Sarkar [26] developed reaching definitions analysis on
PPGs for deterministic parallel programs.
Krishnamurthy
and Yelick developed O(n3) time delay set
analysis algorithm for SPMD programs.
They used two
copies of a control flow graph of a parallel SPMD program
and inserted conflict edges in between these two copies. The
graph is used for detecting critical cycles [28]. Also, they
present optimization techniques such as communication optimization, message pipelining, and eliminating remote accesses through data reuse for SPMD programs [15, 16, 171.
Midkiff,

Conclusions

Sequential consistency and subset correctness are our correctness criteria for execution and compiler transformations.
We have presented a conservative analysis technique called
concurrent global value numbering that is used to detect
equivalent variables in parallel shared memory programs.
We have extended some classical scalar optimization
techniques to guarantee sequential consistency on parallel pro-

Padua, and Cytron [24] extended Shasha and Snir’s

10

grams in CSSA form. These optimization techniques include:
0 copy propagation
l
dead code elimination
l
concurrent common subexpression elimination
l
redundant load/store elimination
l
hoistable accessdetection
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We believe that the analysis and optimization techniques
and the intermediate representations presented in this paper
are the first step towards an optimizing compiler for parallel
programs.
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for each incoming 6t edge (n,* , n)
WtWu{vi}
NtNuCn,,)
end for
for each basic block nV. in N
if Precede?(n, n,,) then
w t w - {Vi}
for each nvk E N
if Precede?(n,, , nvk) A Precede?(nvk, n) then
w t w - (Vi}
end for
end for
Construct tcounter= 7r( ~1, . . . , v,,,), where V, E W.
Insert the n-assignment at the beginning of n.
Replace the use tre with tcounterin a.
Counter + Counter + 1
end for

Appendix

Proceeedings of the First International
Conference of
the Austrian Center for Parallel Computation, Septem-

ber 1991.

Appendix

A

Concurrent
Control Flow Graph
A concurrent control flow graph (CCFG) is a directed graph G =
(N, E, Ntype, Etype) such that,
0 N is the set of nodes in G. Each node is a basic block.
0 E = Econt U Esync U E,,,f where:
l

=

Ecmt

{(m,

n)

1 m,

n

E

N

A

Etype(m,

n)

E

{T,

8

u))

is the set of control flow edges.
I m, n E IV A Etwe(m, n) E {ul)
. E.ync = {(m,n)
is the set of synchronization edges which show the order
enforced by explicit synchronization operations.
l

J%on~

=

{(m,n)

1

m,n

E

N

A

JwPe(m

n)

E

{at, Jo, JO)} is the set of conflict edges. ConSict edges
join conflicting basic blocks and are bidirectional.
0 Ntype is a function which tells the class of nodes: Ntype :
N ct TN, TN = {Entry, Exit, Pdo, EndPdo, Cobegin, &end,
Condition, Header, Compute, ThreadEntry, ThreodEzit}.
0 Etype is a function which tells the type of edges: Etype : E *
TE, TE = {‘I’, F, U, O, @, 6’, SO}.

Appendix

C

Proof of Theorem 5.4
Assume z and y are the first two active and congruent variables but
have different values. We will derive a contradiction for each possible
operation labeling of the nodes r and s of z and y in the value graph.
Without loss of generality, assume also the defining assignment of I
has just executed.
Case 1. r’s operation label is a constant. z and g should both be
constants and equal. A contradiction.
case a. r’s operation label is op. Because r and s are congruent,
s’s operation label must be op. Let zr op 52 and yr op yr be the
defining expressions of z and y. Since x and y have different values,
at least one of the pairs 11 and yi or ra and ya has different values.
Without loss of generality, let zr and yr be such a pair. Since t and
y are congruent, 3~1and yr must be congruent. Moreover, 11 and yi
must be active variables and have different values. This contradicts
to the assumption that z and y are the first two active and congruent
variables but have different values.
Case 8. r’s operation label is 6, and n is not a loop header. Because they are congruent, s’s operation label must also be 4%. Thus,
the defining assignments for z and y occur at the same node. Let
. . , g,,,) be the defining expressions in the
dn(d1,...1 G,) and b.(vl,.
assignments to o and y. Then, 26 and ~4 for some i give different values to z and y. In addition, xi and yi must be active variables. This
contradicts the assumption.
Case 4. r’s operation label is 4, and n is a loop header. Because
r and s are congruent, s’s operation label must also be &,. Thus, the
defining assignments for o and y occur at the same node. Moreover,
the innermost loop containing the defining assignment of I and the
innermost loop containing the defining assignment of y are the same,
i.e., 2 and y are defined in the same loop. If x and y have different
values before the first iteration of the loop, one pair of the congruent
variables corresponding to the children of + and s, which are related
to non-back edge have different values before the loop. If z and y
have different values after the nata iteration of the loop, then one pair
of the congruent variables corresponding to the children of r and 8,
which are related to the back edge of the loop have different values
before the end of mtk iteration. Either case contradicts the assumption.
Case 5. r’s operation label is A. Let ~(zr , . . . , 2,) be the defining expression in the assignment for the node c. Then, 06 for some i
gives the value to z. By the definition of congruence, zi is congruent
to both z and y. In addition, 2i is already active. This contradicts
the assumption.
Case 6. r’s operation label is Q. Same as Case 5.
We did not consider I/O operations,
tended to I/O operations.

B

Placing a-assignments
A CCFG G = (N, E, Ntype, Etype) is given after renaming.
n,, denote the basic block where a variable v is defined.
Precede?(m, n) returns true if n E Prec[n], otherwise false.
idnum is the next identifying number for a new temporary variable.
Counter i- idnum
for each node n E N
if n contains a use ve of a shared variable then
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but the proof can be easily excl

